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LEADERSHIP AND LOYALTY: -rHE BASIC; VALUE DILEW4AS

'OF THE EDIICATIONWADMINIMWATOR, IN 14 70's d
11 ,

.5

. . .
The! man value-dileimas fact by the educational administrator in ithe .1970/s

'bei Smiled, up in two questions .. one, '!What constitutessleadorshi 'in the
. 'sotial lend polVtical ablate in Cihadian education?'!; Iind two, o gourmands

., loynity of the educational .adminiitrator?" ;
. i

. ' .%

My Purpose hire is not to provide answers to these major ques.ti not to advise
you solutions to thesesdilemmas, but to signpost them ,as cleakly as I. 'can, ,

clarify -the sidss they raise as-ouch as possible. .1 ,

. 4

,t
' ,f,ri. 1

procedure will be, first; to define. thir-treciSion-making contixt in which tisiieprocedure
appeir in their most difficult and controversial. form, 'an provide a mail

for educational decision-making whith itself hopefully will stied
problems.

$

-
-Much Of what is said is drawn from social science research; abre is drawn,_
experience. In virtually every, issue to be discussed, whetheriof 1 ad
of loyalty, I Will.illuitrate with an exampleirawmfiwrecent-e4-

i
I hope you do not find this emphasis on our expari is

, when dealing with such an elusive and subjective topic\es value ,toqlicts,,
= , introduce concrete events and= personalities td avoid getting lost in a maze

=abstractions.

.
seee light on' int"

First ;I few words-ibeat decision-making and in particular about' decision
confiict situations. Cliarly-e_peat deal 'of.routine decision-leaking in
administration is made largely, on-7the,basis of Ancontrotfertible data and

of decision- making is -not_our"interesiltere. What we are interested:in is deeds
on issues in which there 'are-at_least two alternative views, based on or mot:tin

bytwo rather different value positions. Ejsentially 'then theme ssues: in

conflict occurs because 2f..iralue differences.-

. ,
The decision- making model', to be proposed here can be called ther a Oilitical model,

or a conflict model.. I would` like to discuss IPery'brietlyzconflict. models of ' '''

. organizations.. SUch a model' has'been proposed by CorwM-who-defines an organisation
as consisting of stable patterns of interactions bepoien coalitions of groups Baiting

a ,collectiire idihtity and ptifsuing interests and accooplishing taski-, -co-ordinated,
through a sysem.of, authority. .../, I . I : .

. . ,

I e

Fundamentalto donflict is the' fact that' the goals and values of 'the groups differ.
. . / / f it

"01100/2
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syntimber of differeqgroupS with complete identity of goals aid values,
baton of power would not be:an istae.. It is only when g4ls/end values- '

t the ,distriblition of deciston-making-piiter becomes a critiCaljsiue.
ct model. rovided is.an atteipt tojllUstrste this by Shoving that there"
different interest grouis,involvedsin education which are interested in

issues,' have dilfercent information (for instance p4rents hays 'different
fen about the competence 9f a particular teacher that.availabIe-to
intendant) anehave quite different values .i CI) Uct occprson,an efaca- -

sue' when one or more of these4nterest groups s a viewpoint, a w'

e solution to a problem, or a-possible decisi which if at odds.with.that
sd by ,another group Oren individual* ihe-consequencesof this' .

t view .af..orgj=nizatione& ii that. they can and unstable-

rium of forceh, al d many of..yOu herew-). 1 be able to justify' such a yiew

`e-"/", r,

&

your own ;exp. .

t, .

erience Ae ,,,.

/

$

,

on-making rode;
".W el provided here' is inter_ nded

scone in educational administration:

emphasize iix thingse,
/

. i
..Y . v . .

They are Oarsiterized by, co and:Consenaus, based on the represOnia-'t

tion.of different points of yiew.by different interest groups.
.

.

;The Alecisien-makingprocesais routinized -in the committee whose members.
represent different interest groUps which,is.so common a'fisture of our:
as,adMinistraters"now as tebe virtually:invisible. - /.- -

, ,,,

. ..
.

....,,

There is an expectatithat eackgroupreltiainted will provide semis:wane -
pplitionsvit thpir:codtribution to 'the &Kist procbms , is

,.-

expected to legitimize the decisions mhde in the
initClients. The 'Participation .Hypothesis' is 1

''Significant changes in limn behivior can be tint
persons who are expected .to chinks participate in deci

be". .

...

foie: that this model can= include the rational-teceiicSimodel'ieneiallyns
'.- decision theorists, since it can; be maintained that different interest'
provideldifferent alternatives, and that the beat alternative will be chosen.
.ffimaslieTv. thedifficulty is thnfalmost invariably- the deciSion Made,will.

y.'-roOreient a compromise between different .preferences, ratharthan the.best,
.

4ecialon,in the technical sense. . ', , . . ..

'.: *
, I

*,

S.' ;11hit model thensignificantly limits the importance,of-techniccompetenice,
X'Xnd-thUs df.Professional control ofIdectsionAnaking, Lit thiesrespect.it ie

.
.,

//' simply iinothervay 0 reptesentiqg some_of the propositionep Ebyby
, .. . , .

/' 1 Profess& Williams. ..
,J .

6. ft shoulerbe emphasiied that the model is intended to sugge4t that each intirei
group sees,different issuea as vital, different Ws .as felevant, anddifforent.

valas as important.. For'examplevteachers would be more concprned with career

expectations, working conditions, and job asilkpments,-and would see sucli,dsta
. .

40
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'1

saw

.,,

ass the 4portant things 'about.' a new schottiAe Pgrens on the other -hand' would:

gard schoolpolicies, 'on 'disciplitte,i tranrkrtation, Punch hours, !the quality of

,, the teachers,and the' tpe of instructional progfams. as the important issues,
with date on these tisties'being-relevant. ,. , . , ... .\. , I,. - 9

Perhaps it is necessary further to justify the view that this model -of diciston K.:;,
,

' makitig-isi the relevant one, and vital- one, for administrators -in She. current social

. 'climate. i It- ifi always hard to charectetize social' clinate -since it is perceived ,

differentlyV .observers with ,different. yeller syStetes.- ". However,, I will: barrow fro: ,_.

. Pxofesser" Williams" paper an abseristion teat governmehtal institutions .are- Catt-*
tintiOusly,affected. by three basic value'' positions representativeness, tethnidalir

. neutral competence, sneeitectitiwe leadership. c Currently, the-first value is Clearly
dominebt' in may _educational jdrisdictians. Consider how frequently :tioiltear of

iand/or profestioital decisions bene4tratiotted; not because 'they are-wrotig,
cause some grattps with an interest . ,in the issue were not consulted.. , .. 4

union from sitch'evidence is that it4is.sitip- intili-cient to wield

as an educational administrator --iike-hre a1,1 politicians today.

anal administrator who ,is not aware of the importance Of the
model isieertainiy idu for some difficult times. Do not- mistake irk teafl

:that** are all poiiticank. I do :net hatte in mind ,the say ing "Politics'
POW nothiaimore than a means of ristng in-the world" rather I eve inlaind

ty, for an idministraror,-ef seeking a' rec.onci
cttves of various groupS of people. Cons

quoted -by George. Flower here last (Year
ES." .

. %

LEADERSHIP AND VALUE CONFLICTS

t on- between the ;interests
for example' a convent of Je4tn

"EDUCATION 1$ 'THE. SERVANT op ma.

, . .
.

. . $ ., . ...46,
,My first aafor. theme is: lettderihip., It is of 'course appropriate' to the,general

env, "Educational Leadershipi "Try it -- You'll Like- It" at least in part.
),,i'llowever;my task is twpoint out thkvalue- nvolved: I hope I will-not

convince you that you won' ;' like it..;-- -or shoutfitilt try',

r

--_. .,3
.

1 would, like to present_same propositions on leaderghiP which e sanction`-of
social science rese90ers.' . For each one. will also provide so ,comments, from

$ the perspective of -a practising administrator, on the value conflict which seem

implicit 'in ;the ,proposftion.
I.

. .
11.LE4 ERSHIP IS: .. 4.

1.

Dhelopinp Commitnlerit to Organizational Goals
. . .. "It

Comment: Clearly, the analysis of gbals and the commitment to them is, importan;

any orgiinizatiOn., Just as clearly .there is certainly bdilt-incenflict '`. ".

'I',

beti4een the goals of the organization its a, whole, and those of groups and

individuals in it. For exionple,. one school 'district goal is clearly ecOno4cal

. operation. Agoal of the teachers/ association, in ,the district is just at

dearly to protect the economicwelfare of ilanmembers by winning substantial

5:
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salary Increases each.year., The senior administrator can eesily become caught
in the conflict between't)ese goals. Generally speaking 'superintendents have ,

been rather carefticto-avbid involvement ip negotiations, although.tliete are
'same signs that some involvement willbecomi essential.. A serious conflict of
inters ttcan rapidlrdeielop, however, since the salary ofthe siperinteiident
is in some respects set y reference-to the salary of she teachers.. .

' Onelurther Comment: We have recentIvAampleted in our district a goal
.icallrVnexise using Phi Delta tappanliaterials. . The exercise,was

iuccesiful in that various groups, including.reprisentatives of.stiwients,,
parents,,,teadhera, idministritors and trustees, indicated roughly similtur '

.

ties. It was'untUccessful in that some individuals in etch
. it est`r"'emely hard ,to itepromise With the majority view. yhisices

ea' the. sevith,the 'student grow, and, longeadsolittimes quite Witter d
sod Meets 'to reaCh'consensOse Olmstead! onlytamclude.thit

denseasus ongoals'is achieved'reluctantliand.remeins shaky at bett., CertainW
.1 curriculumgrovision frbm the4asis of tjui 'goal's wo--have,establithe4

.

estreineliiisifb7sinest.-, withirreitpotential for creaking serious
confIiCts;wilin the school division, within and-between representative,

t Goals

. .
N. .

. .
, 1,

. . r
/ a

. / .

t:' The coati...t.ts:here havb beei u estpd in the previous its.
like to give a,furtfier example bas .on our diairietfi attempt to deve

tonagemeni-by-objectiveS'schame forothe,guidaAci,e1 division admi
Basically our view was that admincstration lb adoiplex_Andllifff

.a great deaf ofitime,is.wasted because goat and priorities are,
tatei.° We.seiptit4dhool division. goals and.adiinfatiative p

, 7asked.4aCN administrator to develop a set of personal ObjeetiVet
the-general set dunetions identified for his_position, which-would

sign carefully and.effectivelyhis own -time and effoito
ives,1*"each instance were exiiacted to 7be congruent with*divis
iorities'ibut! nithin the rather broad range availiblee.good. deal

O
'

personal variability was expecled.-- .. n . 0
v. ..

'' This waS indeed the case, and ,the process ieqpired a series of discukim___L:___L______
between individual admipistrators and myself about their-. personal dijem4yes. .'
These discussions reieiledtather clearlythe'cOnflicts which critics, of, . ,

. mankgemotni-by-objectives. schemes have already noted. L', , #, , a t ,
. .

Some' people, fipd it virtually impossible Ad reconcile personal and Organisation- ..'

-al objectives or.goili. They jays become.iccuspmed.to operating rather'aute-'
nomousiy aetnot specifying viry,c/earlv-their personal objectivistand when, .
:these have fb bespecitied) it -often turns out that they'ar, quite at.odds with !,

.divisidnal. goals. Arsingie example, will suffice: the divisional goals emplatita%

student self-concept and self-worth as important outputs oftfus educational 'system
as important as achievement imtpelasic disciplines. .-At leatt one adminilktratdr

.
.

,

. .6

' \
.W *
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- . . . .

. inthe division takes the vie!' that the schools have no responsibilitr. for

$b "the 'social or psychological development of students, and that the 'schdols'
responsibility ends, with the development, of seasonable deeels of tchieventent

in the basic academic disciplines. If a-student's achievement is poor because
of low, motiv*ion; ,the response of-one school admitistration is to force his
efitadrawal. This school policy, well known in the dislkfct, is clearly at.
odds with at least one major goal*of the school divisi .

If cansummarize this value, conflict, it Is as follows: in the case of an ,
individual who, cannot reconcile personal objectives atiphilosophi of education

goads, and says -so, whatiis the respcinsibilkty. of the senior
administrator? Must her force acceptance, of. division goals, however' grudging,
or resignation? . .

. Delegating nsibilit 'Rat herther 'than Abdica,titt 'Them.

Certent: Clearly tibis is an` important quality Useadership, and just as
'clearly, one not easily -defined. The ndrstal'res b to an organizational
.problp in 'a school district, within my experienee at least, is to 'develop- -a
tutee to make ,recommendations. The coamittee is 'carefully chosen; on a7 repreientative bails,_ works diligently for 6 months;. prepares a report, and'
nothing happeps. Why? Frequently, because thetask and the limits of the

responsibility tend authority of the consatttee were not established in the
first place, bemuse no commitment Vas made. to accept the committee's report
or act on it,. and,'in general, because implementation of reports is always
much More difficult task than developing them.,

.

ft,

Again,' an .example from our own district: In 1969 a rather useful report on
.indivkauilizationi of: instruction was prepared for the distritt. It. was

officially adopted by the, Board 'as a district policy, and at a seminar early
this year, .fiVe years later,district administrators. spentNome considerable
time dilagreeittg as to the reasons why the report was meet effecti)iely

MeTitel . It teemed clear that in one ,or two schools it.hadtbeen implemented-
ra er iuccetsfully,. and that in'the other 14 schools it.had barely been:.
implemented at" all.

.
Two thi'nes seem to have zone, wrong: first, thetask the-Senior administra-
tors .of the schoid district had been seen as ending with the acceptance of the

Committee report. However in any issue invoking sitbitantial change this only

.the.beginning of .the task of the,senior admittistratais. A program fort the implemen-

tation of ,such k major-change was clearlyynecessary.

Seconds there was, and is, serious disagkeement between principals on' the basic

Yalu. iitssumptions of the report; which raisei the same issue as the previous

example - how far can the division go in asserting value positions with regard a
'

to idecational policies., andrequiring commitment to them! :4

. .
o rexurn to the main point regarding this particular. iii-oposition. o9 leadership,

responding td a problem by assigning responsibility for producing solutions to
. .- I.

7
.

. .
..

9

.
e

t'
a
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it to a committee, without at the same time making some commitment to
acceptiftg and implementing prOposed solutions,, is clearly abdication of

m#

responsibility and not delegation.

4. kC2TLtkfndnConcei:fadizatioralimnWithOzovementRatherThanMereSurvival
.

:

. .

Colpents: This proposition links_with others, ,of eburse, andin my'view is an
absolutely critical element ileadership,.given the current climate. In

particular,innoVaiions in.educational practice are still,stropgly resisted,
and leadership in this area is extremely difficult. Thete is, as we all know,
an.enormous inertia in educational organizations, in teaching practicer.in
administrative routines and soon, and changing anything,, given the conflict
model and the necessity for consultation, requires enormous patience, persis-

' tence, and conviction. ..
4

. . .

-

The first.value,diledmia is of course the constant temptation to gite up, to ...

handle the trivia,, the in4nsket material which one must cope with" o ensure
organizational sfirvIval -and continued' employment, and _ignore the-real issues

organization.and the long-term health of the'O
.

'

. ,
. .

Abaslc dilemma'arising out of this issue is the question oftraining,
particularly in-service training of prospective administrators and classroom
teachers. We are currently intheprocess of developing a teacher centre to

. provide.on-going4aining programs forCteachers andprospectiye.administrators.
SuctOdevelopments are relatively easy to commence, but what if the programs

turn out to be unsuccessful in the sense of changing practice? Does one then

_abandon attempts to train or retratn,, and adopt the view, that the only way to

improve competence is to release relitively weak teachers?
.

,

'In general, the value dileMma of change for the administratdi maybe summarized

thus: change is inevitable (by the way, Disraeli said that firstin 1867), and

in education essential;' The adminisitator must insist that changps occur. But

lie must at-the sane time resist the temptation to specify the change whi h is

. neceStary --sthit should be left to those close to tfie problem. , The goo jeltder
. # .-

manages' chnge,. rather than Mandates it. 4

, n .0.
/ P,

5. Making Decisions That No One Else Can Make, and Not Making,ReciSions That Others

Should .Make

los

.
- .

Comments: The general principle'enunciated by decision theorists, is

.

that as . ,.

far as possible decisions should be made where .the.data'is,'ind yhere the res-

ponsibility for implementing the decision rests. Furthermore, it is.maintained

that goa leaders manage decision-making, rather than make decisions personalr.

E

.4
Notice that What dot to decide is at least as important as what' to decide: .

"The fine art of executive decision (leadership if'you will) consists in not

deriding questions that are not now pertinent,. in not deciding prematurely,-in

not making decisions that cannot be made effective, and in not making decisions

that others should make." 'the value, dilemmas most commonly encountered here

seem t6 me to be of two kinds. First how much time, car be spent in group

4125 6
/7'
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decision-making, in two senses.; how long can an or nization wait for a

decision, and how many man-hours of valuable time.can be usefully spent in

committee meetings? I am sure that for all of you here, committee meetings

are a major.user of time. Put another way, do we value the participatory

process so much that we are preioaric: to sacrifice the effective carrying out,

of our dutiesf

Let me suggest an interesting exercise: the next time you attend a commfttee

i
meeting with senior staff, try to assess thb actual output of the meting, in

terms of knowledge exchanged or decisions made. Then calculate the man-hours,

spenvind the cost-involved. I suspect the outcome will shock you. In this
t '

one Instance let me suggest a solution.

Parkinson's Law is et work here! Work,expands_to fill thelime available,"

and the law 'suggests the 'solution.- Drastically limit the time available.

In your own schedule, restrict meetings,to alternate afternoons; insist that

committee chairmen specifybOth beginning and finishing times for all meetings,

and restrict every committee meeting to one or at mosttwo hours,. The same

ends.' will be accomplished, I believe, at considerable savingof time, energy,.

and money. Who knows, you, may even rescue some thinking time!

The second dilemma involves the use made of ,committee decisions or output. Is

a senior administrator bound by a committee,decision? He may or may notbe,

depending on the terms of reference of the'cbmmittee. If the committee is a

standing committee with decision-makingiesponsibility, then provided it is

within its terms of reference the administrator is, in my opinion bound to

accept its decisions, no matter how personally unpalatable they nay be. If,

the committee is advisory, thbn of 'course acceptance defends on the quality of

the work done, and assessment of the quality of,the analysis of the problem,

the data collected, the conclusions drawl, and the recommendations made wil4

determine what happens.

6. Being Both Task-Oriented, (i.e., Insisting that Goals be Met), and Cdnsiderate

S5..e., Friendly and Helpful)
x---

Comment :' This is one of the most firmly- founded generalizations of recent

organizational research. Recent research 'has tended to suggest that the two

dimensions are independent, and can be separate functions, rather like the

stereotypes of. the clasSroom teacher and the school counsellor, the one*

Pressing for academic performance, the other, hopefully being friendly and

helpful.

.
The'confricts here are obvious. The helping professions ifigeneral are

( notoriously tenderminded,'as oppoted to tough-minded, and *sentiment readily

replaces reason in decision -Braking. Again I am reminded of a comment last ,

year: "In education, it's about time we stopped worrying about our bleeding

heartS, and started using our bloody heads."

Clearly, therels a balance to be struck between insistence on performance and

consideration. For us, again, the issue raised its head in connection with

probationary teachers.

4
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In the case of a marginal teacher, do you assume that givetAime and a good
deal orhelpofrom the prinCipal he or she will improve? Or, do you insist on
demdnstrated competence before tenure is granted? Our answer, in geheral, has .
been to say that the prihcipal cannot commit himself to spending a great deal'
of time trying to brintheworkof a marginal teacher up to standard;' the
teacher should be released.

Let me end this section on leadership' with a little true story:* It consists of a
.

dinner table conversation between a mother and her daughter, Stacie: .

Stacie: `fee, ,I can't wait to grout up! 4

Mom: Why?
. 4 - s.

c

.,
Stacie: There's no one telling you "Don't do this -- do that!"

You can do anything you want to!-

.

Mom: It's fun to be a kid too! Adults can't do everything they want.
You ask Madame Rheault if she can do everything she wants.

A

Stacie: (Laughs) MI --ishe can't 'cause she's a teacher ancishe has to do
what the principal tells her to do!

Mom: (Laughs) Oh! Well, who tells the principal-what to do?

.

Stacie: (Emphatically) God!

Stacie may be a little 'vague on the source of leadership in education, but she is
pretty clear on the desired standard!

ww,..
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LOYALTY:' TMC ULTIMATE VALUE DILF2VA, OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

- here is a good deal of useful organizational research on the issue Of professionals
in organizations. But it rarely refers tolthe term "loyalty". Clearly, however,
iicyalty, and Conflicting claims on loyaliyris the central value dilemma of the
professional in the organization.

,

Very briefly stated, the issue is this: organizations tend to operate on the bureau cra-
tic model, and teachers would prefer to operate as. professionals: The organizational
literature on bureaucracies suggests that the fundamental characteristics are the .

;

hierarchical structure, aid its domination of decision-ilaking' and imposed coordination
OF activities.

This structure clearly runs directly contrary to the fundamental professional activsity
which I would define as providing specialized services and advicejto clients, who have
elected to use the services of the professional., These services die based on in-
dividual expertise in a highly specialized field.

Corwin states the'conflict between the two models thus: "... The teacher, therefore,
inherits with the job inconsistent expectations about his proper role in education.
The fact that he'is an employee establishes one set of obligations; the fact that he

is a professional employee compounds the situation by establishing competing expecta-
tions and standards." .

Bdfore going on to discuss some of the issues which arise out of this and other
conflicts grouped under the general heading of- loyalty, I" -would like to refer your
attention again, briefly, to the graphic decision - making model- you have in front of

you. Each group listed in that model does command in somemeasure the loyalty of the
senior administrat. The administrator naturally feels some loyalty to his teachers
and to his adminisftative colleagues. He feels strongly tha% the students and the
parents are the clients of thesrstem and ought to be the beneficiaries, and hence
feels some loyalty to thei. At\the same tune, the trustees are his employers; and
the taxpayers pay his salary, so h must necessarily feel some obligations as an em-

ployee. In what follows I would like to discuss some of the vaue-dilemmas arising
out of this range of loyalties necessarily felt by administrators. These dilemmas

. arise out of conflicts of various kinds: administrator-, board conflicts, -

administrator-teacher conflicts, and board-parent conflicts in which administrators
are closely involved.

One particular* sharp issue in the conflict arising between professionals and the

organizations im' which they work-revokies around the issue of expertise and its place

in decision-making. I'would like to die a non-educational example for a'change, drawn
from a study of science Apd politics by C.R. Snow, why) has been a researcher at one
of the major universities in Britain, is currently a senior civil servant in Britain's
Ministry of Science and Technology and is alsO one of Britain's greatest living

novelists. He makes the'follawing comment:

` One of the most bizarre features of any advanced industrial
Society in our time is tat the cardinal choices have to be
.made by, a handful of men, in secret, and at least in legal
form by men who cannot have a first hand knowledge of what

1
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those choices depend upon or what their results may be.

It is in the making'of weapons of absolute destruction
that you can see my central theme at its sharpest and
most dramatic,. or most melodramatic. But the same.
reflections Would apply to a whole assembly of decisions
which are not designed to do harm. For example , some

of the most_important--choices abINTE-a-latiwNs-physical
healthare made, or not made, by a handful of men, in
secret, and again in legal Rim, by men who normally are
not able to comprehend the arguments in depth.

"Those of you who serve in senior administrative positions will recognize
immediately the releVance of this to decision-making at the school board level.
You will have had the,experience_of proposing or recommending a partidul'ar decision'
based on the very best data, and the most,careful examination that your profestional;
expertise and exitrience allow, and of having a group of laymen; who do nox fully
understand the issue, and have not carefdlly studied the documentation, make a
decision quite at odds with what you recommende4. This is, of course, an instance.

of conflict olgyalties; as an administrator you have a professional, expertise and

a commitment.to professionalism. You.are loyal in effect to a set of professional . .
ethics. At the same time the bowl is the elected representative of the clients°

whom you serve. This is an extremely frustrating experience and one which 'is barely

possible to provide any,useful, advice on.
O

Ifthis is an isolated experience, then-perhaps all one can 'Say is, better luck next

time. However, if it occurs more than once or twice in a school year, rather funda,

mental questions are raised, of two kinds: one, is there a sharp discrepancy in

perception of role, between yourself and the board, and two, ishere a value Conflict?

With regard. to the first, one common problem seems to be a failure as a polio

researcher.
0

'One vital role of the board's senior education administrator is to serve as policy

researcher, identifying policy objectives, and mechanisms to achieve them. Good

pulipy research requires the statement of a clear'choice of objectives and alterna-

tive poSsible routes to accomplishing them, to allow a choice to be made. If you

ever, or frequently fail to make policy recommendations in which several alternative,

possibilities are provided, I would question your wisdom, and suggest that your

concept of your role as senior administrator needs re=examination

With regard to the second possibility, I would suggest that you carry out an assess-,

ment of the educational goals of your senior staff and your trustees, and attempt to

identify any possible value conflict through that process.

Should this' reveal a high degree of consensus, then the next most likely source is

the lay professional conflict,of loyalties itself,which can perhaps best be tackled

by a series of informal meetings for the discussion of goals and values in an attempt

to discover commonalities. However, it is notreally my task here to suggest solutions,

oily to pose problems fOr your consideration in the sessions which follow.

O
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Even more difficult are conflicts between administrators and teachers. They are
often conceived as internal to the teaching profession, taut let me make one vital
point. Both teachers and administrators are of course professionals, but they
are members of different professions. I cannot stress that enough. The appropriate
training, the relevant activities, and the means of evaluation, all differ
significantly. As Corwin puts it:

.
,

The " teaching profession' turns out fo be not one but several
groups of people. Principals have their own profession,
superintendents theirs, and there are dozens of teachinti -1%

professions. Teachers cannot identify with adminis-
trators Wo'control thei salaries an .,. Al principals
can be the "instruction 1 feaders" of , ,zen different
curricular areas.

This is a vitally important point'which in my opinion is commonly misUnderstood by
most educators. It is coming to be acknowledged in the United States, where
administrators have a separate professional association, the American Association
of School Administrators, to which they switch when they become principals or central
office administrators. In Canada, however, the picture is complicated by the extreme
reluctance of administrators to leave the embrace of the teachers' associations, and

0 the,reluctance of these associations to give them up, since they provide.ah important;
source of leadership. I do see some change in'this regard, however. Our own school'
district association was at one time dominated, at the executive level, by school
prin.dipals or vice-principals. At the preseAt thie there is not a single admihistra-
ter.bn the executive of the association. I suspect that there will never be any
significant number,pf administrators olifithat executive again, si I believe that

teachers clearly see a difference of interests between themsplves nd their
,

administrators. ,

f
ilk

- ,

The main reason for that is.the very high level of decentralization in our district
which gives principals very extensive uthority. For example, principals aslCres-

\h
res-

ponsible for hiring, evaluating, firin approval of leaves, and many other personnel
functions thatirrmany jurisdictions are e jealously guarded prerogatives of the

beard and/of superintendpnt. ThuS principals have clearly been made school adminis-

trators' or managers. They are responsible for total school budgets, and virtually
all of our principals control far larger budgets than I do as superintendent. The

dilemma of the principal with regard to loyalty is very real and must be resolved

in the very near future. .

. i
. ,

. i

iI now want to fcus'on an even more-difficult confkict situation in the loyalties of

administrators.' Mar administrators retain a residual loyalty to the teaching pro-
fession. naturallly enough, and it is this in, part which makes it extremely difficult
for them to make personnel decisions of an unpleasant nature regarding teachers. We

all know of very many instances of extremely difficult choices regardi, teacher
dismisSal. Howheavily do you weigh the complaints of parents? How significant are

the ratings of colleagues and/or students? How accurate are the assessment of princi-

pals? How useful are your. own classroom observations?
)

, 4 .

We all know that our evaluation techniques have, been atrocious, and'when they are

tested, as they sometimes are, in arbitration hearings before the courts, they are

13 .+P A
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Often found inadequate. The fundamental problem is that, these evaluations
are'purely subjective. No two evaluators arrive. at the same conclusions
with regard to any teacher on any, consistent basis.,

The response of professional administrators to this,-at leW in Manitoba,
has been, in my opinion, the abdication of responsibility fbr evaluation or

1Past for using it to improve/ the quality of district staff. Some time
accumulated some data on teacher turnover in Manitoba. The highlights

...ds are as follows: In 1970-71, Manitoba's. school districts employed
just over 11 000 teachers of whom 13:6% left the units at the end'of the
school year. Most of these resigned; of those released only 20 or.17% of
thetotal teaching staff had tenure. The remainder of those released were
probationary teachers. That is, of the tenured teachers in'the province in
that year only 20 of some 10,000 were found to be iflcompetent and.p,leased for
that reason. In the next year only 32 tenured teachers were released, .27%
of the total teaching staff. It should be notedthat administrators were
'risked to include any. form of division-initiated termination of contract, in-
cluding resIgnetions following administrator suggestions, under the "released"
category.

I think that tileseAdata suggest two important value dilemmas, one of relevance
to administrators, the other to teachers and their associations. First, why
the reluctance to release tenured teachers-onthe part of-administrators? I

believe it stems fr7 three sources:

1. A disificlination to place evaluation procedures under public scrutiny;

2. A humane concern for the future of a professional person 4ho may lose
his status and means of earning a living; am'

3. A .ienuine conflict between loyalty to the clients and loyalty to the
profession yhich the administrator may have only quite recently left.

For teachers, the issue is more clearcut. When an association is asked to
supporca teacher threatened with dismissal, it must weigh loyalcy f colleague

agailist duty to the client. In a depressingly large number of cases in
Manitoba, the associations tend to support teachers againdt whom the case is

overwhelming. It Is clearly a very difficult dflemmi for the professional

associations: if they frequently refuse to support teachers about whose com-.
.petence they hive reservations, many of their less secure and less professional.
members will be extremely distraSsed,-and theywill certainly lose marginal

'members. Yet the-public image of the profession would benefit, just as dis=
barments sometimes increase theconfifence of the general public in the legal

profession. x .

Let me give you an example again from our own experience. We are trying a .

technique with skepticism on.the part, f the Board, I must admit, but with
some optimism on my part and on the part of Vile leaders of the association.

We haie*developed wh$t is known as the "Teacher Braluation Review Comntittee".

Its functicill is to sarve as an.appeal system for 111y/teacher whose evaluation
,
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by a principal or other supervisor is, in his opinion, inadequate, un-
satisfactory, or unfair. It will obviously mostly be used in cases where the
evaluation raises questions regarding the teacher's competence. Consequent-
ly it will certainly also be Ated in cases where dismissal procedures are
to be instituted.

The Committee will review the teacher's performarice, will probably provide
the teacher with suggestions for.improving performance and with a reasonable
period of time in which it is expected he will do'his very best to follow ,

the suggestions. If the performance of the teacher does not improve, then
the committee may recommend. dismissal.

The committee has just been formed, and has not yet dealt with its fi st case.
Clearly the first cases referred to it will be the notorious ones, e cases
of teachers who have been in the division some years and whose c etendels
questioned by virtually evervone,gstudents, parents, teachers, administrators,
and school trustees. rf th4pcommittee succeeds -in dealing, equitably with
those cases and if in fact the generallevel of teaching effectiveness in
the division can be improved by this committee, then I think it will turn
,out to be a significant mechanism both for the school dstrict and for the
profession in our district.

Now to deal with a somewhat,d4fferent issue which is also an extremely im-
portant value dilemma for the administrator. I am not surehow wide-spread
and how general this issue is, but it has been of particular concern to me
and I suspett to some of you also. I refer to the amount of casual brutality
which occurs in the classroom. VirtuallTevery student has experienced it,
at some time or other during his school career, and of coGise students react
very differently. Some resent a great deal being struck by teachers or- other-
,wise manhandled, others because of their home backgrounds take it as a matter

of course. I recently attended a'school graduation in which the student

president 'commended the teaching staff as being very different from that of
his previous. school. He-recalled that at the previous school he personally
had only been physically assaulted'-once, but that-was unusuat. The student

involved iS the son of a lawyer &hid used the appropriate terminology. 'Smch

N\ actions by teachers do constitute Criminal, assault and are punishable by

the courts. 0

I.

The response in our district to this problem which has been brought dramati-
cally to our attention by a series of letters from indignant parents, has

been to develop a policy statement, in conjunction with the professional
associationwhich reads in part as follows:

The board expects and requires
staff to conduct themselves in
manner in all relationships wi
in the control and superviSion
are expected to observe the fol

practic .;

1.% Seek always to understand student behavior

2. Attehpt to deal with causes, not symptoms,'and consult
with school or diviSionat resource people when in doubt.

all members of the teaching
a completely professional
th students. In particular,
of stndent behavior, teachers
lowing principles and.

4
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3. Control their own behavior as completely as possible
note that this does not imply concealing justifiable
emotion in a hypocritical manner;

v-

4. Report directly any unusual incidents involving
student behavior and teacher reactions, preferably
in writing to their'principal. This specifically
includes any and all instances.of physical punishment.

5. Refrain from striking or'in any way manhandling a
,

student, except for purposes of restraining him.
Note thtt the use ''of physical vidlefice can be con-
sidered illegal, in addition to being unethical and .

unprofessional. This does not apply to instances of
physical punishment properly administered.

6. When corporal punishment appears necessary the teacher
shoul port the offence, and theproposed punishment
to t prPIncipal, in writing, in' advance of administer-
ing he punishment.' In general; courts in Manitoba
have ruled that corporalipunishment should nol4exceed
that acceptable to the average family..

, .

In schools with a particular history, of physical violence, I have personally
made a commitment to the teaching staff to investigate immediately any alle-
gations 'of physical violence against students, and where the allegation seems
well-founded to suspend immediately the teacher involved, pending a full in-

vestigation. /f the investigation reveals/that the allegation Ls fully
justified and thqt the teacher wasindeed'without provocation or reasonable
justification engaged in physical violence then release is automatic.

.
.

I wonder if this is a,preiblemfor you as well as for us? Are we in Manitoba

so different? I have been in Manitoba three years and previously was in

British Coluthbia. I recall vividly that the junior high school whiCh my
I

youngsters attended had a strike by students because one of the teachers
was in the habit of using a piece of 2 x 2 lumber to compel the attention of

students. A Manitoba problem? I doubt it.

Let me give you another instance which is much more difficult to deal with.
'A teacher with a newly arrived child, only 2 weeks in the class, in a grade
2 classroom warns the child once thattalking is not allowed. The second
time the child talks (at seven years of age) the teacher tapes his mouth shut

with a piece of'masking tape. The immediate response of the parent.is to
telephone the superintendent and say that her child will not return to the
school as long as that teacher is there. This sort of incident,is all too
common,. I'm sure; but clearly in my mind presents a value dilemma for the

administrator. /s'it posSible to condone such behavior by teachers, espe-
cially when you investigate the incident and the teacher says, "I did" not
'know what else to do"7.This is a probationary teacher who has just completed
three years of .training at the faculty of education and her response is: "I

did not know what else to do."
.

. .
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Let me -tell youhow I reacted. Since she was probationary she' was-operating
with an interim certificate, I was asked to recommend her for permanent ter-
tifccatiGn under the regulations of our Department of Education. I refused
to.do sok and within a day received a call from the Manitoba Teachers' Society.
The justification in my mind is cleat. In my view the..interests of the pro-
fession and of the district are not served by4granting that teacher a,per-
Aanent certificate to teach, valid anywhere in Canada. What do you do in such
cases?

The teacher's defense, by the way, was that it was an isolated instance and
not characteristic of her treatment of students. Maybe, but how do we know?
What goes on'in classrooms is very largely a private transaction between%
'teachers and student'. In my view such an overt act is clear evidence of an
attitude towards students which I for one cannot condone in teachers, nor
can I find it in my conscience to feel comfortable with such a teacher opera-,
ting in our district. Perhaps I am too harsh. .

The final 'conflict of lualties is perhaps the Aost diffioplt of all, at
least for senior adminiitrators. They tend to be closely involved in board
decisions, and some of these are fundamentally political decisions. The .

cliche is,that the administrator, must stay outside politics, and certainly
must avoid becoming associated with politically-loaded decisions.

,
.

This is of course nonsense. The board is an eletted body, and hence political

by definition. The Chief Executive Officer inevitably becomes associated with
the board's policies, naturally enough since he helps to shape them. The
measure of this associatiep is the regularity with which the firing the

Superintenlent follows on the electoral defeat of the board he has served.,

.This points up an extre y difficult conflict of loyalties: ,in.his loyalty

vs a professiOnal to the 'Clients served, is the administrator to give his
allegiance to the tioard,,,to the parents, to the taxpayers, or to the students,
in cahs in whickthoreare some differences of opinion? I will illustrate
with a particular igst0NonAWhich the body politic itself was split: It'in

volved the closute'of,a small school.

I will present the essential background as briefly as possible. The toAtlict

here was a simple one:' educationally and, financially, the school was not
viable, with a small and.declining enrollment, high.per pupil costs, and not
a very good record of student achievement, as measured by standardized tests.

Two other adjacent schools, about 7 blocks away, isere also suffering declining
enrollments and could readily accommodate the students. .A traniferlof students
to these schools would improve the services available to students since the

larger Schools were staffed with resource (remedial) teachers, and music and

physical education specialists.

The board, with the interests of the students and the division budget (and
hence the"taxpayerS) in mind, and after a public meeting and two letters to

parents explaining the dilemma, decided to cloie the school. A storm of
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protest followed, including very,extensive coverage,by the thedia. One part of

th protest was a one-day boicott, called or all the schools in the area.
;

1Th results of the boycott are interesting, and 'illustrate precisely the conflict
Ihtre: the total student population of the schools in the areais 4,648. Ex-

,

c, udips the population of the school to be closed and-the students'knowp to be is

ill, t52 observed the boycott, or 3%. At the school-itself, the boycott was

85% effective.
/

The value dilemmas for the administration (andfor the board) are these: the

objections of the school'community directly affected were loud and at least in

I their own minds perfectly yali and the political heit.generated was intense.
Yet the interests of the many were also affected and throughout the. affair, the

/ board took the view that.they were, elected to serve the interests of the district
as a whole. ,Thesefinterests required the efficient use of facilities, and the

board remained firm.in.its decision to close the school. Those bf you with
PTA's, School - Community pommittees,,or Principals With strong local support -

might want to meditate on the politicallconsequences if yoU too tried to close

a school.
0

I believe Such.issues are increasingly likely, and wfll incxeasitgleforce the

senior administratorsiand school administrators to make 'very difficult chikces.

The board represents the electors of the district, and hires the administratqrs.
Frequently a closd, and virtually collegial wlationship develops as the trustees

and senior staff struggle with diffidult decisions. In this case the solidarity

of board'andsenior staff was. unshaken, yet what if land my colleagues had not

been completely convinced that the board's decision was the best possible; in the"

circumstances? ;

. .

I have no moral to draw from.this instance, I'm afraid, except to repeat that we

are all politicians now. In my opinion, the conflict or politial model illuminates

my recent experience. ,
st..

.

(

Let me then try now to summarize and prOvide a rather sharply, focussed list bf
fundamental value dilemmas, which may help you in your deliberations in the next

two weeks.

. 1. The major themes. What constitutes leadership, what value dilemmas does it

commonly present for educational, administrators, and who commands the loyalty

of the educational administrator?

;. The organizational context. The paper adopts a conflict model of organization,

and of organizational decision-making, in an attempt to stress that it is in

the stresses and pressures of conflicts, particularly value conflicts, 'thee

tests of leadership and loyalty take place.'

3. Some propositioirftrleadership, with some comments on the value diemaas with

which they may be associated. In most instances illustrations from experience.

were provided, I hope not to the point of tedium. Let me emphasize-that our

experiences are intended to illustrate some problems, not present solutions: ,

it is your task to re-examine these issues, and others more relevant, acid learn

.
from the sharing of experience which is always a feature of the Short Course.

Ia8
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4.'A discussion of loyalty; the most difficult, most testing, and potentially
most damaging value dilemma faced by actinistrators, in my opinion. Three
sub-issues are discussed;' professional loyalty conflicts between colleagues,
collegial standardi, and organizational standards andexpectitions; intra-
professional anciinter-professidnal conflicts; and finally, conflicts between
profes4onals and laymen, and conflicts arising out of politictl disputes,
within and between communities and their elected representatives, the trustees.

Leadership and loyalty, these are in my opinion the.fundamental sources of the
value dilemmas we,all face daily. I have suggested the importance of, conflict;
it is inevitable in all organizations, is heal* and necessary, and provides -

the heat which tests our quality as leaders, and the strength of our loyalties.

4 Let me add one more true story. A superintendent friend was visiting Los Angeles
.

with his family. His son, who enjoyed' he visit, said,' "Dad, why don't you
become superintenaentin Los Angeles?". His father.replied, "I don't think I'd
like it Mere. They shoot superintendents here you know." His son's reaction
was immediate: "Oh. Mercy killing, I suppose."
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LEADERSHIP AND LOYALTY: THE BASIC VALUE DILEMMAS

' OF THE EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATOR IN THE 1970's

a

Peter,Coleman

=SCHOOL DISTRICT DECISION-MAKING --A POLITICfL MODEL

GROUPS

I. Teachers

2. Administrators
3. 'Trustees

4. Students
S. Parents

6. Taxpayers
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